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Tier 2 Chapter 06 Revision 4 to Revision 5 Change List 

 

Item Location  Description of Change  

1.  Entire Chapter Made editorial changes in numerous locations to remove 
excessive spacing, correct punctuation, delete repeated 
words, correct misspelling, and correct grammar.  Spelled 
out or used acronyms where appropriate. Dual 
Dimensioning added for consistency. 

2.  S6.1.1, 5th item Editorial.  Changed “Injection” to “Accident”. 

3.  S6.1.1.4, 3rd para Replaced the phrase “…flat time history…” with 
“…remain within an acceptable design basis range 
throughout the event.”  This is to be consistent with Tier 2, 
Subsection 15.4.4.5.2.2, which is a more detailed 
discussion that provides the time history analysis of 
aqueous phase pH in all areas of the containment following 
a loss-of-coolant accident. 

4.  S6.1.2.1, new 2nd and 
3rd para 

Added information regarding Reg. Guide 1.54 and the 
Service Level I area, in response to RAI 6.1-16 S01. 
Note: the exact wording of the response markup to the NRC 
read (3rd paragraph, 1st sentence),  “…coating debris may 
reach the equalizing line strainers.”  The wording was 
changed to, “…coating debris may reach any strainer or 
screen in the suppression pool.”  The wording was changed 
to be more representative of the actual design. 

5.  S6.1.2.1, 4th para Removed information and added, “Regardless of service 
level designation, all field applied…”, “…inside 
containment…”, and “…as applicable to procurement, 
installation, and maintenance” in response to 
RAI 6.1-16 S01. 

6.  S6.1.2.2, 1st para Added dual dimensioning value for consistency with 
technical writing requirements. 

7.  S6.1.2.3, 2nd para Added, “…and cannot practicably reach any strainer or 
screen in the suppression pool.”  in response to 
RAI 6.1-16 S01.   
Note: the exact wording of the response markup submitted 
to the NRC read, “…and cannot practicably reach the 
equalizing line strainers.”  The wording was revised to be 
more representative of the actual design. 

8.  S6.1.3 Removed COL item and replaced wording with “None” in 
response to RAI 6.1-16 S01. 
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Item Location  Description of Change  

9.  T6.1-1, Containment 
section 

Added dual dimensioning value for consistency with 
technical writing requirements. 

10.  T6.1-1, GDCS section Additional information added to provide more detail, in 
response to RAI 6.1-2 S02. 

11.  T6.1-1, Valves section Additional information added to provide more detail, in 
response to RAI 6.1-2 S02. 

12.  T6.1-1, ICS section Additional information added to provide more detail, in 
response to RAI 6.1-2 S02 and RAI 6.1-2 S03. 

13.  T6.1-1, SLC section Additional information added to provide more detail, in 
response to RAI 6.1-2 S02. 

14.  T6.1-1, Weld Filler 
Metals section 

Information deleted, in response to RAI 6.1-2 S02. 

15.  S6.2.1.1.1, 1st para, 4th 
bullet 

Changed 10 CFR reference from “10 CFR 50.67” to 
“10 CFR 52.47” consistent with the response to 
RAI 6.2-168 as revised to be consistent with 10 CFR 52 
requirements for radiological dose analyses. 

16.  S6.2.1.1.1, 1st para, 8th 
bullet 

Edited sentence and added “condensers” in response to 
RAI 6.2-102 S01. 

17.  S6.2.1.1.2, 8th para Added, “…bulk…” and “…in Table 6.2-5…” in response 
to RAI 6.2-180. 

18.  S6.2.1.1.2, 9th para Added, “One out of the three vacuum breakers are required 
to perform vacuum relief function.  The third vacuum 
breaker provides redundancy while the second vacuum 
breaker provides single failure protection for opening.” 
Only one vacuum breaker is needed to provide vacuum 
relief. 

19.  S6.2.1.1.2, 9th and 10th 
para 

Added and edited information regarding vacuum breakers, 
in response to RAI 6.2-148. 

20.  S6.2.1.1.2, 9th para Additional design details added for vacuum breaker 
isolation valve logic subsystem. “Each isolation valve logic 
subsystem is located in physically separate divisional 
rooms or compartments that have appropriate fire barriers 
between them” also edited and changed last sentence “DW 
to WW” to “WW to DW.” 

21.  S6.2.1.1.2, 11th para Added, “…that are an integral part of the containment 
boundary…integral part…” in response to 
RAI 6.2-102 S01. 
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22.  S6.2.1.1.2, 16th and 
17th para 

Changed reference to figures, as old figure was deleted. 

23.  S6.2.1.1.2, 23rd para, 
Wetwell section 

Added reference to RWCU system in accordance with the 
Post-LOCA containment cooling design change.  Also 
changed overall wording to be consistent with that same 
design change. These changes are in response to 
RAI 6.2-140 S01, (note that the response did not include 
DCD markups). 

24.  S6.2.1.1.3, 1st para Added, “Scaling analyses documented in Reference 6.2-9 
show that the sub-scale integral test facilities, i. e., 
GIRAFFE/He and PANDA, adequately simulate the 
phenomena important to the post-LOCA long-term cooling 
of the ESBWR containment” in response to RAI 6.3-1 S01. 

25.  S6.2.1.1.3, 2nd para Additional information added regarding feedwater 
temperature in response to RAI 15.0-31. 

26.  S6.2.1.1.3, 5th para Added statement to show instrument response time 
analytical limits per Table 15.2-23. 

27.  S6.2.1.1.3, New 6th 
through 8th para 

Additional information added regarding ESBWR Core 
Decay Heat, in response to RAI 6.3-62. 

28.  S6.2.1.1.3, 10th para Additional information regarding TRACG outputs, pointing 
to new Appendix 6H, provided in response to 
RAI 6.2-53 S03. 

29.  S6.2.1.1.3.1, 1st para Changed “Dryer/Separator” to “Equipment” to show that 
the designation for Dryer/Separator storage changed to 
Equipment Storage pool to reflect its more general 
function. 

30.  S6.2.1.1.3.1, 1st para Additional information added in response to 
RAI 6.2-62 S02. 

31.  S6.2.1.1.3.4, 2nd para, 
last sent 

Added, “The detailed discussion on the chronology of 
progressions of the Feedwater Line Break Bounding case is 
given in Appendix 6E.1.” in response to RAI 6.2-175.  

32.  S6.2.1.1.3.5, 2nd para, 
last sent 

Added, “The detailed discussion on the chronology of 
progressions of the Main Steam Line Break Bounding case 
is given in Appendix 6E.2.” in response to RAI 6.2-175.  

33.  S6.2.1.1.3.5.1, new Added and edited information added in response to 
RAI 6.2-140 S01 (Note response did not include DCD 
markups). 
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34.  S6.2.1.1.3.5.1, 2nd para, 
last sent 

Added sentence to reference the containment pressure and 
temperature responses in Figures 6.2-14e1 through 
6.2-14e10 in response to RAI 6.2-139. 

35.  S6.2.1.1.4, 2nd para Additional information provided in response to 
RAI 6.2-11 S01. 

36.  S6.2.1.1.4, 2nd para Changed vacuum breaker flow area from two vacuum 
breakers to one vacuum breaker and revised drywell spray 
flow rate to reflect current calculation for negative 
differential pressures between DW and WW and between 
DW and RB. 

37.  S6.2.1.1.4, 2nd para Edited sentences to say “This calculation credits one of the 
three WW-DW vacuum breakers.  Each vacuum breaker 
has an area of 9.67x10-2 m2, (1.041 ft2).” Change is the 
result of the negative pressure design evaluation for DCD 
Rev. 5 design changes. 

38.  S6.2.1.1.4, 2nd para Added, “…for a DW spray, at the point in time when there 
is low inert gas content in the DW relative to the WW…” in 
response to RAI 6.2-150 S02.  

39.  S6.2.1.1.4, 2nd para, 
last sent 

Edited sentence by removing value as it is mentioned in 
Subsection 9.1.3. 

40.  S6.2.1.1.5.1 Added and edited information regarding containment 
design and capability to reflect the design input change, in 
response to RAI 6.2-140 S01 with minor changes to reflect 
current nomenclature and analyses. 

41.  S6.2.1.1.5.1, last sent Removed 14 cm2 pressure evaluation conclusion because 
this margin is not required to be described. 

42.  S6.2.1.1.5.3.2 Added, “…according to Technical Specification 
requirements” in response to RAI 6.2-145 S01. 

43.  S6.2.1.1.5.4, new 1st 
and 2nd para 

Added information regarding leakage tests, in response to 
RAI 6.2-145 S01. 

44.  S6.2.1.1.5.4.2 Added and edited information regarding tests to drywell 
and wetwells, in response to RAI 6.2-145 S01. 

45.  S6.2.1.1.5.4.3, new 2nd 
and 3rd para 

Added and edited information regarding acceptance criteria, 
in response to RAI 6.2-145 S01. 

46.  S6.2.1.1.5.4.4 Changed “relief valve” to “breaker” in response to 
RAI 6.2-145 S01. 
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47.  S6.2.1.1.5.5, title Changed “Relief” to “Breaker” and added “and Isolation 
Valve” in response to RAI 6.3-63. 

48.  S6.2.1.1.5.5.1, title and 
1st and new 2nd para 

Added and edited information regarding vacuum breakers, 
also added “Temperature Sensors” to title in response to 
RAI 6.3-63. 

49.  S6.2.1.1.5.5.2, title and 
para 

Added and edited information regarding vacuum breakers, 
also added “Breaker…and Isolation Valves” to title in 
response to RAI 6.3-63. 

50.  S6.2.1.1.10.2, 5th item Added additional information regarding the location of the 
drain sump, in response to RAI 19.2-24 S02. 

51.  S6.2.1.1.10.2, 6th item Incorporated design flexibility for a robust containment 
vent path for severe accident scenarios per design change to 
meet assumptions in the level to PRA. 

52.  S6.2.1.1.10.2, new 12th 
item 

Design feature added, GDCS Pool Spillover Pipes, for 
severe accident mitigation to meet assumptions in the level 
to PRA. 

53.  S6.2.1.2, 1st para, 2nd 
bullet, 4th sub-bullet 

Removed “of 0.6” in response to RAI 6.2-23 S03, (Note 
that a response to this RAI has not been previously 
submitted). 

54.  S6.2.1.2, 1st para, 2nd 
bullet, 5th sub-bullet 

Changed “1.4” to “1.2” in response to RAI 6.2-18 S01 and 
RAI 6.2-18 S02. 

55.  S6.2.1.2.2, 3rd para Additional information provided in response to 
RAI 6.2-17 S01. 

56.  S6.2.1.2.2, 4th para Additional information provided in response to 
RAI 6.2-14 S01. 

57.  S6.2.1.2.3 Added, “…for Homogenous Equilibrium Mixture…” and 
“The subcompartment pressure responses were analyzed 
with TRACG.  The integrity of Reactor Shield Wall is 
discussed in DCD Subsection 3G.1.5.4.2.3” and changed 
Reference pointer, in response to RAI 6.2-18 S02. 

58.  S6.2.1.2.3 Added information in response to RAI 6.2-13 S01. 

59.  S6.2.1.3, 2nd para, 1st 
bullet, 1st sub-bullet 

Added, “…(Table 6.2-12d, Figures 6.2-9e1, 6.2-9e2, 
6.2-10e1, and 6.2-10e2)…” in response to RAI 6.2-63 S01. 

60.  S6.2.1.3, 2nd para, 1st 
bullet, 2nd sub-bullet  

Added information and sub-bullets regarding assurance 
finding in response to RAI 6.2-151 S01. 
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61.  S6.2.1.3, 2nd para, 2nd 
bullet, 3rd sub-bullet  

Added information regarding double-ended guillotine and 
the reference pointer to Appendix 6F in response to 
RAI 6.2-60 S01. 

62.  S6.2.2.1, 1st para Changed “Dryer/Separator” to “Equipment” to show that 
the designation for the Dryer/Separator storage changed to 
Equipment Storage pool to reflect its more general 
function. 

63.  S6.2.2.1, 3rd para Added, “…in the first 72 hours” in response to 
RAI 6.2-139. 

64.  S6.2.2.1, 6th para Edited information in response to RAI 6.2-102 S01. 

65.  S6.2.2.2.1, 3rd and 4th 
para 

Edited information in response to RAI 6.2-102 S01. 

66.  S6.2.2.2.2, 1st para Added, “…in the first 72 hours after a DBA” in response to 
RAI 6.2-139. 

67.  S6.2.2.2.2, 2nd, 3rd, 5th, 
6th and 9th para 

Edited and added information in response to 
RAI 6.2-102 S01. 

68.  S6.2.2.2.2, 2nd para Added, “Long-term effectiveness of the PCCS (beyond 72 
hours) credits pool makeup and an active gas recirculation 
system, which uses in-line fans to pull drywell gas through 
the PCC condensers.” in response to RAI 6.2-139. 

69.  S6.2.2.2.2, 4th para Changed figure references from “Figure 6.2-16” to “Figures 
3G.1-71a and 3G.1-71b” in response to RAI 3.8-117. 

70.  S6.2.2.2.2, 5th para Added, “The open end of this pipe is provided with a debris 
filter with holes no greater than 25 mm (1 inch).  The 
maximum inlet velocity during a LOCA is estimated to be 
no greater than 106 m/s.  The steam supply…” in response 
to RAI 6.3-42 S01. 

71.  S6.2.2.2.2, 6th para Changed “containment penetration” to “passage” and 
“diagram” to “figures” in response to RAI 3.8-117. 

72.  S6.2.2.2.2, 7th para Added, “The vent line goes to the Suppression pool and is 
submerged below the water level.” in response to 
RAI 6.2-139. 

73.  S6.2.2.2.2, new 8th para Added new paragraph to clarify Passive Containment 
Cooling vent function in response to RAI 6.2-139. 

74.  S6.2.2.2.2, 9th para Replaced “loops” with “condensers” in response to 
RAI 6.2-102 S01. 
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75.  S6.2.2.2.2, 9th para Added information regarding the PCCS’s drywell to 
wetwell differential pressure, in response to RAI 6.2-169. 

76.  S6.2.2.2.2, 9th para., 3rd 
sent. 

Added submergence elevation criteria for PCCS vent lines 
to be consistent with response to RAI 6.2-169. 

77.  S6.2.2.2.2, old 10th 
para 

Removed statement regarding spectacle flanges in response 
to RAI 3.8-117. 

78.  S6.2.2.2.2, 10th para Minor editing and added “The drain line terminates in the 
same drain pan as the vent fan discharge to replace any 
evaporation loss in the drain pan after the GDCS pool 
drains.” in response to RAI 6.2-139.  

79.  S6.2.2.2.3, 1st para Replaced “loops” with “condensers” in response to 
RAI 6.2-102 S01. 

80.  S6.2.2.2.3, new 4th para Added new paragraph to clarify PCC function in response 
to RAI 6.2-139. 

81.  S6.2.2.3, 1st para Added, “…integral part …” and changed “Class 2” to 
“Class MC” in response to RAI 6.2-102 S01. 

82.  S6.2.2.3, 2nd para Edited information and added, “…are protected by the 
IC/PCC pool subcompartment from the effects of missiles 
tornados…” in response of RAI 6.2-102 S01. 

83.  S6.2.2.3, 5th para, 3rd 
bullet 

Added, “(Reference 6.2-10, Section 5.3)” in response to 
RAI 6.2-172. 

84.  S6.2.2.4 Added, “…integral part …using spectacle flanges…”, 
changed “loops” to “condensers”, and changed “tube-to-
header” to “tube-to-drum” in response to RAI 6.2-102 S01. 

85.  S6.2.2.5 Removed, “…that is separate from the Containment 
System” from first sentence in response to 
RAI 6.2-102 S01. 

86.  S6.2.2.5 Added, “…except for the vent fans” in response to 
RAI 6.2-139. 

87.  S6.2.3, new 3rd para Added new paragraph to clarify the RB ventilation 
subsystems. 

88.  S6.2.3, 4th para Edited paragraph to clarify the RB boundary isolated on 
high radiation signals. 

89.  S6.2.3, 4th para Edited information in response to RAI 6.2-168 as revised to 
change RB leak rate from 100% per day to 141.6 l/s 
(300 cfm). 
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90.  S6.2.3, 4th para, last 
two sent 

Removed sentences to be consistent with conformance of 
GDC 16 as it is discussed in Subsection 6.2.3, 1st para, 2nd 
bullet. 

91.  S6.2.3, 5th para Changed Subsection reference from “6.5.1” to “6.5.2.3” in 
response to RAI 6.2-166. 

92.  S6.2.3, new 6th para Added new paragraph regarding reactor building leakage in 
response to RAI 6.2-166 S01, (Note that a response to this 
RAI has not been previously submitted). 

93.  S6.2.3.1, 2nd and 6th 
bullet 

Added information to clarify the RBVS subsystems that 
isolate on high radiation, and the area of the RB subject to 
leak testing. 

94.  S6.2.3.2, 3rd para Deleted details with access to RB, not needed to define the 
methods to minimize leakage from the RB CONAVS 
served areas. 

95.  S6.2.3.2, 3rd para Added “…with safety-related isolation 
dampers…various…” for clarification. 

96.  S6.2.3.2, 6th para Added, “Figure 6.2-18a to Figure 6.2-18c show…” to 
reference new figures showing the mass and energy release 
used in the reanalysis due to the design changes on the 
reconfiguration of the Reactor Building commodity chases 
and blowout panels. 

97.  S6.2.3.2, 8th para, Main 
Steam Tunnel section 

Removed last sentence in response to RAI 6.2-154 S01. 

98.  S6.2.3.3, 2nd para Added, “… at 102% power and 187.8ºC (370ºF) feedwater 
temperature” and changed kPaG value from “32.6” to 
“35.2” to reflect the reanalysis due to the design changes on 
the reconfiguration of the Reactor Building commodity 
chases and blowout panels. 

99.  S6.2.3.3, 3rd and new 
4th para  

Edited and added information to revise the description of 
RWCU model based on the reanalysis due to the design 
changes on the reconfiguration of the Reactor Building 
commodity chases and blowout panels.  Changes replaced 
the proposed DCD impact, which was included in the 
response to RAI 6.2-36 S01. 

100.  S6.2.3.4 Additional information added to elaborate on testing, in 
response to RAI 15.4-26 S01, (Note that a response to this 
RAI has not been previously submitted). 
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101.  S6.2.4, 2nd para, 4th 
bullet 

Additional information provided in response to 
RAI 6.2-104 S01. 

102.  S6.2.4.1, 3rd bullet Edited information in response to RAI 6.2-106 S01. 

103.  S6.2.4.1, 7th bullet Edited information in response to RAI 6.2-107 S01. 

104.  S6.2.4.1, new 10th 
bullet 

Added information in response to RAI 6.2-107 S01. 

105.  S6.2.4.1, 3rd para and 
new bullets 

Additional information provided in response to 
RAI 6.2-119 S01. 

106.  S6.2.4.2, 1st para Added, “…except for excess flow check valves as 
discussed in Subsection 6.2.4.2.2.” in response to 
RAI 6.2-157.  

107.  S6.2.4.2, 1st para Added, “The COL Holder will provide the pipe lengths 
from containment to the isolation valves (COL 6.2-1-H)” in 
response to RAI 6.2-157 S01, (Note that a response to this 
RAI has not been previously submitted). 

108.  S6.2.4.2, 6th para List of tables changed from “…through 6.2-42” to 
“…through 6.2-45” in response to RAI 6.2-157. 

109.  S6.2.4.2.1 Changed “10 CFR 50.67” to “10 CFR 52.47” in response to 
RAI 6.2-168 as revised to be consistent with 10 CFR 52 
requirements for radiological dose analyses. 

110.  S6.2.4.2.2, 1st para and 
new bullets 

Additional information and editing provided in response to 
RAI 6.2-110 S01. 

111.  S6.2.4.2.5, 2nd para Added reference marker in response to RAI 6.2-116 S01. 

112.  S6.2.4.2.5, 6th para Additional information provided in response to 
RAI 6.2-117 S01. 

113.  S6.2.4.3.1.1, 2nd para Edited paragraph regarding the feedwater line isolation 
valve design showing the change to limit the amount of 
drywell pressurization during a feedwater line break 
LOCA. 

114.  S6.2.4.3.1.1, 2nd para, 
5th and 7th sent 

Revised the sentence in response to RAI 6.2-118 S01. 

115.  S6.2.4.3.1.1, new 3rd 
para 

Additional information provided in response to 
RAI 6.2-119 S01. 

116.  S6.2.4.3.1.1, 5th para Additional information provided in response to 
RAI 6.2-119 S01. 
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117.  S6.2.4.3.1.2, new 4th 
para 

Additional information provided in response to 
RAI 6.2-119 S01. 

118.  S6.2.4.3.1.2, 7th para Additional information provided in response to 
RAI 6.2-119 S01. 

119.  S6.2.4.3.1.3, 1st para Additional information provided in response to 
RAI 6.2-119 S01. 

120.  S6.2.4.3.2.1, 2nd, new 
3rd para, and 4th para 

Editing and additional information provided in response to 
RAI 6.2-122 S01. 

121.  S6.2.4.3.2.1, old 5th 
para 

Removed in response to RAI 6.2-122 S01. 

122.  S6.2.4.3.2.1, 6th para Added, “…so that they are not exposed to the harsh 
environment of the wet well and dry well and are accessible 
for maintenance, inspection and testing during reactor 
operation.” in response to RAI 6.2-123 S01. 

123.  S6.2.4.3.2.1, old 8th 
para 

Removed “Passive Containment Cooling System” section 
in response to RAI 6.2-102 S01. 

124.  S6.2.4.3.2.2, 3rd para Editing and additional information provided in response to 
RAI 6.2-122 S01. 

125.  S6.2.4.3.2.2, old 4th 
para 

Removed paragraph in response to RAI 6.2-122 S01. 

126.  S6.2.4.3.2.2, 5th para  Added “…so that they are not exposed to the harsh 
environment of the wet well and dry well and are accessible 
for maintenance, inspection and testing during reactor 
operation.” in response to RAI 6.2-123 S01. 

127.  S6.2.4.3.2.2, old 8th 
para 

Removed “Passive Containment Cooling System” section 
in response to RAI 6.2-102 S01. 

128.  S6.2.4.3.2.3, 1st para Sentence added in response to RAI 6.2-122 S01. 

129.  S6.2.4.3.3, 1st and 2nd 
para 

Added information to clarify the method by which single-
failure is evaluated for containment isolation, in response to 
RAI 6.2-115 S01. 

130.  S6.2.4.3.3, new 3rd para 
and bullets 

Added information to clarify the method by which single-
failure is evaluated for containment isolation, in response to 
RAI 6.2-115 S01. 

131.  S6.2.5, 2nd para Removed first sentence. Function for reducing pressure is 
described in Subsection 6.2.1.1.3.5.1. 
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132.  S6.2.5.1, new 5th 
through 8th para 

Added information regarding PARS, in response to 
RAI 6.2-138 S01, (Note that a response to this RAI has not 
been previously submitted). 

133.  S6.2.5.1.1, new 2nd 
para 

Added information to describe the CIS function in relation 
to minimizing personnel exposure in response to 
RAI 6.2-179. 

134.  S6.2.5.2.1, 1st para, 2nd 
bullet 

Changed to be consistent with oxygen concentration 
analysis Subsection 6.2.5.5.2. 

135.  S6.2.5.2.1, 1st para, 3rd 
bullet 

Changed “…value of 0.5% per day…” to “…value of 0.4% 
per day” as it is a new leakage term established by LOCA 
analysis. 

136.  S6.2.5.2.2, 7th and 13th 
para 

Replaced “plant stack” with “RB/FB vent stack” to show 
design change in the plant stack configuration. 

137.  S6.2.5.3.4, new 2nd 
through 7th para 

Additional information regarding mixed containment 
atmosphere in response to RAI 6.2-138. 

138.  S6.2.5.4.1, 3rd para Added information regarding valves in response to 
RAI 19.2-17 S01 and RAI 19.2-18 S01. 

139.  S6.2.6, new 3rd para Defined Pa value as design pressure for purposes of 
Appendix J testing. 

140.  S6.2.6.1.2, 3rd, 4th, and 
6th para 

Added information to be consistent with response to 
RAI 6.2-90 S01 and 6.2-91 S01. 

141.  S6.2.6.3, 2nd para Edited information and added “Option A” in response to 
RAI 6.2-90 S01and 6.2-91 S01. 

142.  S6.2.6.3, new 4th 
through 6th para 

Replaced old 4th through 6th para information in response to 
RAI 6.2-90 S01 and 6.2-91 S01. 

143.  S6.2.6.3, removed old 
8th and 9thpara 

Removed information in response to RAI 6.2-90 S01 and 
6.2-91 S01. 

144.  S6.2.8, item 
COL 6.2-1-H 

Title added for consistency among the chapters. 

145.  S6.2.8, item 
COL 6.2-1-H 

Edited COL statement to say “The COL Holder will 
provide the pipe lengths from containment to the isolation 
valves (Subsection 6.2.4.2)” to be consistent with text in 
corresponding subsection, in response to RAI 6.2-157 S01, 
(Note that a response to this RAI has not been previously 
submitted). 
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146.  S6.2.9, 6th reference Reference initially added in response to RAI 6.2-145 S01, 
and was subsequently removed since latest value for 
ultimate pressure capability is contained in DCD Tier 2, 
Chapter 19. 

147.  S6.2.9, 7th reference Reference date updated from “September” to “October” to 
show update, in response to RAI 6.2-36 S01. 

148.  S6.2.9, 7th reference Added, “…Class I…” in response to RAI 15.0-31. 

149.  S6.2.9, new 8th 
reference 

Reference added in response to RAI 6.2-36 S01. 

150.  S6.2.9, new 9th 
reference 

Reference added in response to RAI 6.3-1 S01. 

151.  S6.2.9, new 10th 
reference 

Reference added in response to RAI 6.2-172. 

152.  T6.2-1, Upper and 
Lower Drywell section, 
Design Pressure 

Removed absolute pressures to be consistent with normal 
design pressures given in gauge. 

153.  T6.2-1, Wetwell 
section, Design 
Pressure 

Removed absolute pressures to be consistent with normal 
design pressures given in gauge. 

154.  T6.2-1, Horizontal 
Vent System, Design 
Pressure 

Removed absolute pressures to be consistent with normal 
design pressures given in gauge. 

155.  T6.2-1, Containment 
Leak Rates section 

Containment leakage rate changed from “0.5%” to “0.4%” 
to reflect a reduced leakage requirement. 

156.  T6.2-2 Changed value from “101.4” to “101.3” zero gauge 
pressure as “101.3” is more accurate. 

157.  T6.2-2, Upper and 
Lower Drywell section 

Combined upper and lower drywell temperature since they 
were the same value, for consistency with previous section 
for Temperature. New “Maximum” row, gave maximum 
temperature value based on TRACG containment 
sensitivity analysis for bounding main steam line break 
DBA. New “Minimum” row, gave minimum temperature 
value referenced in Table 6.2-6 of DCD Revision 4, which 
is the initial condition for the bounding DBA analyses. 

158.  T6.2-5 Removed units of measure in columns for consistency. 
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159.  T6.2-5, Short-term DW 
Temp. and Long-term 
DW Temp. columns 

Added, “Bulk” to titles to be consistent with the response to 
RAI 6.2-180, and replaced temperatures and pressures to 
match current analyses results.  

160.  T6.2-5, Based on 
bounding values, 
Steam Line Inside 
Containment and 
Feedwater Line 

Addition of two analyses results in response to 
RAI 6.2-58 S03. (Note that a response to this RAI has not 
been previously submitted). 

161.  T6.2-5, Based on 
bounding values, 
Steam Line with 
Noncondensable 
Adjustment, new 

Addition of analysis results in response to 
RAI 21.6-71 S01. 

162.  T6.2-5, footnotes Added information regarding break area from RPV in 
response to RAI 6.2-61 S02. 

163.  T6.2-6, new footnote Added footnote regarding NWL in response to 
RAI 6.2-174. 

164.  T6.2-7 through 6.2-7g Updated the analysis results based on the design input 
changes, including: 30 inch main steam line, one vacuum 
breaker, relocation of DPV, SRV capacity, DW/WW 
leakage area, and initial nominal water level. 

165.  T6.2-8, footnote Additional information provided in response to 
RAI 6.2-73 S01. 

166.  T6.2-10 Changed “Loop” to “Condenser” in response to 
RAI 6.2-102 S01. 

167.  T6.2-11 New 3rd “Break Size” column added in response to 
RAI 6.2-36 S01. 

168.  T6.2-12, Flow Path #6 Changed “Forward” to “Both” in response to 
RAI 6.2-46 S02. 

169.  T6.2-12, SI Units table, 
Flow Path #14, 15, 16, 
17, 22,  

Edited values and deleted Path 22, to show Path changes 
due to the design changes on the reconfiguration of the 
Reactor Building commodity chases and blowout panels.  

170.  T6.2-12, English Units 
table, new 

Added English units for consistency and dual units 
requirement. 
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171.  T6.2-12a, Net Volume, 
Calculated Peak, 
Pressure, Temperature 
columns, and new 2nd 
footnote 

Edited table values to show updated calculated peak 
pressure reflecting from the reanalysis due to the design 
changes on the reconfiguration of the Reactor Building 
commodity chases and blowout panels. Also added English 
units for dual units requirement.  

172.  T6.2-12b Removed table as the mass and energy release used in the 
reanalysis are presented in Figures 6.2-18a through 
Figure 6.2-18c. The reanalysis is due to the design changes 
on the reconfiguration of Reactor Building commodity 
chases and blowout panels. 

173.  T6.2-12c, 16th cell Removed the cell in the analysis model to reflect the design 
changes on the reconfiguration of the Reactor Building 
commodity chases and blowout panels. 

174.  T6.2-12c, 23rd cell Added row regarding “Floors Cell 23” to be consistent with 
the analysis model.  Review on the analysis of record 
showed that Floors Cell 23 was not included in the table by 
mistake. 

175.  T6.2-12c, English 
Units table, new 

Added English units for consistency and dual unit 
requirement. 

176.  T6.2-12d, new New table added to clarify RPV data in response to 
RAI 6.2-63 S01. 

177.  T6.2-13 Design change for feedwater containment isolation valves 
outside containment.  Changed from check valves (CK) to 
power operated valves (POV). 

178.  T6.2-15 Added additional items to legend table: leakage past seat, 
valves operator types, and isolation signals. 

179.  T6.2-15 – 6.2-45 Additional information provided and edited in response to 
RAI 6.2-157. 

180.  T6.2-15, section (b) Added item b8 to describe leakage past seat into feedwater 
system. 

181.  T6.2-15, section (c), 
item EH 

Added, “EH” value to show design details of actuator in 
response to RAI 5.4-32 S02. 

182.  T6.2-15, section (c) Removed valve types NMO/Acc, NMO, and MO due to 
valve type selection change. 

183.  T6.2-15, section (d), 
item M 

Added, “differential mass” and changed “loop” to “train” 
for clarification to detail. 
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184.  T6.2-15, section (d), 
item S 

Removed isolation signals item “S – High radiation in DW 
sump line.” Signals are no longer used to isolate equipment 
and floor drain system. 

185.  T6.2-15, section (d), 
new W and X 

Additional isolation signals added for feedwater line 
isolation per design change. Allows feedwater flow in 
scenarios other than a LOCA. 

186.  T6.2-15, Squib section Added information regarding squibs in response to 
RAI 6.2-157. 

187.  T6.2-16 Table updated to reflect current design for Main Steam Line 
Isolation Valve.  Steam line size increased from 700 mm to 
750 mm to control flow velocities and acoustic loads, and 
valve type, operator, and power source changed per design 
change. 

188.  T6.2-17 Table updated to reflect current design for Main Steam Line 
Isolation Valve.  Steam line size increased from 700 mm to 
750 mm to control flow velocities and acoustic loads, and 
valve type, operator, and power source changed per design 
change. 

189.  T6.2-18 Table updated to reflect current design for Main Steam Line 
Isolation Valve.  Steam line size increased from 700 mm to 
750 mm to control flow velocities and acoustic loads, and 
valve type, operator, and power source changed per design 
change. 

190.  T6.2-19 Table updated to reflect current design for Main Steam Line 
Isolation Valve.  Steam line size increased from 700 mm to 
750 mm to control flow velocities and acoustic loads, and 
valve type, operator, and power source changed per design 
change. 

191.  T6.2-20 Updated valve operators for drain lines. 

192.  T6.2-21 Table updated to reflect current design for Feedwater Line 
Isolation Valves.  Added additional isolation valve, F100A, 
which provides redundancy to isolate containment.  Other 
valve parameters changed to provide flexibility in isolating 
a feedwater line other than a LOCA scenario.  Valve F111A 
isolation valve added for branch line between outside 
containment wall and valve F101A. 
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193.  T6.2-22 Table updated to reflect current design for Feedwater Line 
Isolation Valves.  Added additional isolation valve, F100B, 
which provides redundancy to isolate containment.  Other 
valve parameters changed to provide flexibility in isolating 
a feedwater line other than a LOCA scenario.  Valve F111B 
isolation valve added for branch line between outside 
containment wall and valve F101B. 

194.  T6.2-23, Operator row Added, “EH” type to show design details of actuator in 
response to RAI 5.4-32 S02. 

195.  T6.2-23, footnote Edited footnote to properly identify items in table. 

196.  T6.2-24, Penetration 
Identification 

Penetrations renumbered to reflect change in number of 
penetrations. 

197.  T6.2-24, F011A, 
F012A, F013A, F014A 

Updated valve details for valves F011A, F012A, F013A, 
and F014A. 

198.  T6.2-24, Closure Time 
row 

Changed value from “<30” to “<15” in response to RAI 
6.2-109 S01. 

199.  T6.2-24, footnote Edited footnote to properly identify items in table. 

200.  T6.2-25, Operator row Added, “EH” type to show design details of actuator in 
response to RAI 5.4-32 S02. 

201.  T6.2-25, footnote Edited footnote to properly identify items in table. 

202.  T6.2-26, Penetration 
Identification 

Penetrations renumbered to reflect change in number of 
penetrations. 

203.  T6.2-26, F011B, 
F012B, F013B, F014B 

Updated valve details for valves F011B, F012B, F013B, 
and F014B. 

204.  T6.2-26, Closure Time 
row 

Changed value from “<30” to “<15” in response to RAI 
6.2-109 S01. 

205.  T6.2-27, Operator row Added, “EH” type to show design details of actuator in 
response to RAI 5.4-32 S02. 

206.  T6.2-27, footnote Edited footnote to properly identify items in table. 

207.  T6.2-28, Penetration 
Identification 

Penetrations renumbered to reflect change in number of 
penetrations. 

208.  T6.2-28, F011C, 
F012C, F013C, F014C 

Updated valve details for valves F011C, F012C, F013C, 
and F014C. 

209.  T6.2-28, Closure Time 
row 

Changed value from “<30” to “<15” in response to RAI 
6.2-109 S01. 
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210.  T6.2-28, footnote Edited footnote to properly identify items in table. 

211.  T6.2-29, Operator row Added, “EH” type to show design details of actuator in 
response to RAI 5.4-32 S02. 

212.  T6.2-29, footnote Edited footnote to properly identify items in table. 

213.  T6.2-30, Penetration 
Identification 

Penetrations renumbered to reflect change in number of 
penetrations. 

214.  T6.2-30, F011D, 
F012D, F013D, F014D 

Updated valve details for valves F011D, F012D, F013D, 
and F014D. 

215.  T6.2-30, Closure Time 
row 

Changed value from “<30” to “<15” in response to RAI 
6.2-109 S01. 

216.  T6.2-30, footnote Edited footnote to properly identify items in table. 

217.  T6.2-31 Updated valve types and valve positions to reflect detail 
design.  

218.  T6.2-31a Updated valve types and valve positions to reflect detail 
design and in response to RAI 6.2-157. 

219.  T6.2-32a Updated valve types and operator types to more accurately 
reflect valve design and actuation.   

220.  T6.2-32b Updated valve types and operator types to more accurately 
reflect valve design and actuation.  

221.  T6.2-33a, Valve Types, 
Operator rows 

Changed valve types and operators to reflect change in 
valve selection. 

222.  T6.2-33a, Type C 
Leakage Test row 

Changed leakage to No for valves F321A and F322A.  
These valves remain submerged under water and are always 
filled with water from the suppression pool. 

223.  T6.2-33a, Power 
Source row, F322A 
column 

Changed “Div. 1, 3” to “Div. 2, 4” in response to 
RAI 6.2-122 S01. 

224.  T6.2-33b, Valve 
Types, Operator rows 

Changed valve types and operators to reflect change in 
valve selection. 

225.  T6.2-33b, Type C 
Leakage Test row 

Changed leakage to No for valves F321B and F322B.  
These valves remain submerged under water and are always 
filled with water from the suppression pool. 

226.  T6.2-33b, Power 
Source row, F321B 
column 

Changed “Div. 2, 4” to “Div. 1, 3” in response to 
RAI 6.2-122 S01.  
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227.  T6.2-34 Updated valve types and valve positions to reflect detail 
design. 

228.  T6.2-35, new columns Added new “G21-MPEN-0008” columns in response to 
RAI 6.2-122 S01.  And, updated valve types, valve 
positions, and actuation for other valves to reflect detail 
design. 

229.  T6.2-36, new columns Added new “F013” and “F016” columns to incorporate 
design flexibility for a robust containment vent path for 
severe accident scenarios.  And, updated valve types for 
other valves. 

230.  T6.2-37, Valve Type Updated valve types to reflect detail design. 

231.  T6.2-38, Valve Type Updated valve types to reflect detail design. 

232.  T6.2-39, Valve Type Updated valve types to reflect detail design. 

233.  T6.2-39a, Valve Type Updated valve types to reflect detail design. 

234.  T6.2-40 Updated valve types, operators, valve positions, and 
actuation to reflect detail design. 

235.  T6.2-40, Tier 2 Figure 
row 

Edited information in response to RAI 6.2-128 S01. 

236.  T6.2-40, Closure Time 
row 

Changed value from “<30” to “<15” in response to 
RAI 6.2-109 S01. 

237.  T6.2-41, new Added new table regarding “Containment Isolation Valve 
Information for the Makeup Water System” in response to 
RAI 6.2-157. 

238.  T6.2-42 Added “6.2-30” in Tier 2 Figure row, changed “Outboard” 
to “Inboard” in Location row, changed “Closed” to “Open” 
in Shutdown and Post-Acc rows, and changed “Closed” to 
“As-is” in Power Fail row in response to RAI 6.2-127 S01. 

239.  T6.2-42, Valve Type 
row 

Edited information in response to RAI 6.2-157. 

240.  T6.2-42, Pipe Length 
from Cont. to 
Inboard/Outboard 
Isolation Valve rows 

Changed “See Subsection 6.2.4.2” to “COL Holder to 
provide” in response to RAI 6.2-157 S01, (Note that a 
response to this RAI has not been previously submitted). 

241.  T6.2-43, new  Added new table regarding “Containment Isolation Valve 
Information for the Equipment and Floor Drain System” in 
response to RAI 6.2-157. Updated closure time to reflect 
current design detail. 
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242.  T6.2-44, new Added new table regarding “Containment Isolation Valve 
Information for the Service Air System” in response to 
RAI 6.2-157. 

243.  T6.2-45, new Added new table regarding “Containment Isolation Valve 
Information for the Containment Monitoring System” in 
response to RAI 6.2-157. Updated closure time to reflect 
current design detail. 

244.  T6.2-47 Added information for “Leak Test Type” column. 
“Penetration Number” given to items: G21-MPEN-0008, 
P51-MPEN-0001, U50-MPEN-0001, and 
U50-MPEN-0002.  Added wording “Fine Motion” to title 
of section C12. Also deleted line item in: P51-Breathing 
Air Supply.  Wording “[penetration is capped]” added to 
line items in Sections T11 and T31. All changes are in 
response to RAI 6.2-157. 

245.  T6.2-47 Deleted entire T15-“Passive Containment Cooling System” 
section in response to RAI 6.2-102 S01. 

246.  T6.2-47 Last item in G21 section, “Penetration Number” was 
designated as “G21-MPEN-0008” in response to 
RAI 6.2-122 S01. 

247.  T6.2-47, old 6th 
footnote 

Removed footnote regarding PCCS pool designations in 
response to RAI 6.2-102 S01. 

248.  T6.2-47 Deleted columns “Location/Room#” and “RCCV Sector,” 
and updated leak test type column in response to RAI 6.2-
157 S01, (Note that a response to this RAI has not been 
previously submitted). 

249.  T6.2-48, new New Table added to give nonregenerative heat exchanger 
performance assumptions used in response to 
RAI 6.2-140 S01, (Note that the response did not include 
DCD markups). 

250.  F6.2-1 Added, “Note” in response to RAI 6.2-102 S01. 

251.  F6.2-7 Figure updated regarding TRACG in response to 
RAI 6.2-139. 

252.  F6.2-8a Figure updated for clarification to show the added drain 
tank in the IC drain line in response to RAI 21.6-55 S01. 

253.  F6.2-8c Added in response to RAI 6.3-62. 
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254.  F6.2-9a1 through F6.2-
14i3 

Updated the analysis results based on the design input 
changes, including: 30 inch main steam line, one vacuum 
breaker, relocation of DPV, SRV capacity, DW/WW 
leakage area, and initial nominal water level. 

255.  F6.2-9b1 Edited in response to RAI 6.2-180. 

256.  F6.2-9b2 Edited in response to RAI 6.2-180. 

257.  F6.2-9b3 Edited in response to RAI 6.2-180. 

258.  F6.2-9e1, new Added in response to RAI 6.2-63 S01. 

259.  F6.2-9e2, new Added in response to RAI 6.2-63 S01. 

260.  F6.2-10b1 Edited in response to RAI 6.2-180. 

261.  F6.2-10b2 Edited in response to RAI 6.2-180. 

262.  F6.2-10b3 Edited in response to RAI 6.2-180. 

263.  F6.2-10e1, new Added in response to RAI 6.2-63 S01. 

264.  F6.2-10e2, new Added in response to RAI 6.2-63 S01. 

265.  F6.2-11b1 Edited in response to RAI 6.2-180. 

266.  F6.2-11b2 Edited in response to RAI 6.2-180. 

267.  F6.2-11b3 Edited in response to RAI 6.2-180. 

268.  F6.2-12a1 through 
6.2-12d3 

Updated the analysis results based on the design input 
changes, including: 30 inch main steam line, one vacuum 
breaker, relocation of DPV, SRV capacity, DW/WW 
leakage area, and initial nominal water level. 

269.  F6.2-12b1 Edited in response to RAI 6.2-180. 

270.  F6.2-12b2 Edited in response to RAI 6.2-180. 

271.  F6.2-12b3 Edited in response to RAI 6.2-180. 

272.  F6.2-13b1 Edited in response to RAI 6.2-180. 

273.  F6.2-13b2 Edited in response to RAI 6.2-180. 

274.  F6.2-13b3 Edited in response to RAI 6.2-180. 

275.  F6.2-14b1 Edited in response to RAI 6.2-180. 

276.  F6.2-14b2 Edited in response to RAI 6.2-180. 

277.  F6.2-14b3 Edited in response to RAI 6.2-180. 

278.  F6.2-14e1 through 
6.2-14e10, new 

New figures added in response to RAI 6.2-139.  
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279.  F6.2-14e11 and e12, 
new 

New figures added showing containment pressure and 
temperature response plots in response to RAI 6.2-140 S01, 
(Note that the response did not include DCD markups). 

280.  F6.2-15 Figure updated to show PCCS is part of the containment 
boundary, in response to RAI 6.2-102 S01. 

281.  F6.2-15 Figure updated in response to RAI 6.2-139. 

282.  F6.2-16 Figure updated regarding PCC condenser being an integral 
part of containment in response to RAI 6.2-102 S01. 

283.  F6.2-16 Figure updated regarding vent fans, in response to 
RAI 6.2-139. 

284.  F6.2-18 Revised the analysis configuration model to reflect the 
design changes on the reconfiguration of the Reactor 
Building commodity chases and blowout panels. 

285.  F6.2-18a, b, and c, new Added figures to reflect the mass and energy release used in 
the reanalysis, due to the design changes on the 
reconfiguration of Reactor Building commodity chases and 
blowout panels. 

286.  F6.2-19 through 6.2-27 Revised figures to reflect the pressure profiles based on the 
results of the reanalysis, due to the design changes on the 
reconfiguration of Reactor Building commodity chases and 
blowout panels. 

287.  F6.2-28 Replaced figure and added, “Wetwell-to-Drywell” to title, 
in response to RAI 19.2-6 S01. 

288.  F6.2-29 Figure updated to incorporate design flexibility for a robust 
containment vent path for severe accident scenarios. 

289.  F6.2-30, new  Figure added in response to RAI 6.2-127 S01. 

290.  S6.3.1, 2nd para Added statement to reference instrument response time 
analytical limits in Table 15.2-23 to be consistent with the 
response to RAI 16.2-158. 

291.  S6.3.2.7.2, 7th para Changed “minimum” to “maximum” and added, “The 
short-term and long-term flow limiters will have nominal 
reactor side outlet L/D values of 4.41 and 6.59, 
respectively” to show the length to diameter (L/D) ratios, in 
response to in response to RAI 6.3-13 S02, (Note that a 
response to this RAI has not been previously submitted). 
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292.  S6.3.2.7.2, 14th para Changed “strainer” to “screen” in response to 
RAI 6.2-173 S01, (Note that a response to this RAI has not 
been previously submitted), and did not incorporate change 
in response to RAI 6.2-6 S01 as a result of design change to 
delete strainer. 

293.  S6.3.2.7.2, old 24th 
para (Squib Valve 
section) 

Removed paragraph regarding GDCS system requirements, 
in response to RAI 3.9-160 S02. 

294.  S6.3.2.7.2, 24th para 
(Squib Valve section) 

Information edited as there were unnecessary details. 

295.  S6.3.2.7.2, 24th – 26th 
para 

Removed text/paragraphs regarding piston and nipple 
design in response to RAI 3.9-160 S02. 

296.  S6.3.2.7.2, new 25th 
para and bullets (Squib 
Valve section) 

Additional information provided in response to 
RAI 3.9-160 S01. 

297.  S6.3.2.7.2, 26th para 
(GDCS Check Valve 
section) 

Additional information and editing provided in response to 
RAI 6.3-78. 

298.  S6.3.2.7.2, new 29th 
para and bullets 
(Deluge Valve section) 

Additional information provided in response to 
RAI 3.9-160 S01and as revised in response to RAI 3.9-160 
S02. 

299.  S6.3.3, 1st para Added, “Scaling analyses documented in Reference 6.3-4 
show that the sub-scale integral test facilities, i. e., GIST 
and GIRAFFE/SIT, adequately simulate the phenomena 
important to the ESBWR ECCS performance after a 
postulated pipe break” in response to RAI 6.3-1 S01. 

300.  S6.3.3, 2nd para Additional information added regarding feedwater 
temperature in response to RAI 15.0-31. 

301.  S6.3.3.7.3, new 2nd 
para 

Additional information regarding line break sizes and 
elevations provided in response to RAI 6.3-47 S01.  

302.  S6.3.3.7.3, 3rd para Changed “comformance” to “conformance” in response to 
RAI 6.3-47 S01. 

303.  S6.3.3.7.9, 1st para Updated the analysis in response to RAI 6.3-46 S01.  

304.  S6.3.3.7.9, new 2nd 
para 

Additional information added regarding GDCS, in response 
to RAI 6.3-64 S01. 

305.  S6.3.7, 3rd reference Added, “…Class I…” and removed the word “scheduled” 
in response to RAI 15.0-31. 
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306.  S6.3.7, new 4th 
reference 

Reference added in response to RAI 6.3-1 S01. 

307.  T6.3-1, B.2a section 
title  

Removed “Core” from title and added “(Short-Term)” in 
response to RAI 6.3-40 S01. 

308.  T6.3-1, new B.2b 
section 

Added new section regarding “Gravity-Driven Cooling 
System” (long-term) in response to RAI 6.3-40 S01. 

309.  T6.3-1, B.3 section, 
new row 

New “Isolation Condenser Water Inventory” row added in 
response to RAI 6.3-66. 

310.  T6.3-1, B.5 section “Total Min. ADS Flow Capacity at Vessel Pressure” row, 
edited calculations in response to RAI 5.2-66. 

311.  T6.3-1, B.5 section “Total Min. ADS Flow Capacity at Vessel Pressure” row, 
edited calculations in response to RAI 5.2-66 S01. 

312.  T6.3-1, new B.6 
section 

Added new section regarding “Hydraulic Control Units” in 
response to RAI 6.3-66. 

313.  T6.3-1, C section Changed the Initial Minimum Critical Power Ratio value to 
1.22 to be consistent with design changes. 

314.  T6.3-1, new footnote Added footnote regarding SRV capacity and discharge 
loads in response to RAI 5.2-66 S01. 

315.  T6.3-5 Updated the analysis results based on the design input 
changes: 30-inch main steam line, one vacuum breaker, 
relocation of DPV, SRV capacity, DW/WW leakage area, 
and initial nominal water level in response to 
RAI 6.3-46 S01. 

316.  T6.3-5a, new Added new table regarding Summary of ECCS Line Break 
Sizes and Elevations, in response to RAI 6.3-47 S01. 

317.  T6.3-7 Updated the analysis results based on the design input 
changes: 30-inch main steam line, one vacuum breaker, 
relocation of DPV, SRV capacity, DW/WW leakage area, 
and initial nominal water level. 

318.  T6.3-8 Updated the analysis results based on the design input 
changes: 30 inch main steam line, one vacuum breaker, 
relocation of DPV, SRV capacity, DW/WW leakage area, 
and initial nominal water level. 

319.  T6.3-9 Updated the analysis results based on the design input 
changes: 30 inch main steam line, one vacuum breaker, 
relocation of DPV, SRV capacity, DW/WW leakage area, 
and initial nominal water level. 
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320.  T6.3-10 Updated the analysis results based on the design input 
changes: 30 inch main steam line, one vacuum breaker, 
relocation of DPV, SRV capacity, DW/WW leakage area, 
and initial nominal water level. 

321.  T6.3-10a, new Updated the analysis results in response to RAI 6.3-46 S01.  

322.  F6.3-1 Corrected Quality Group designation for the deluge lines 
downstream of the deluge squib valves from Quality 
Group B to D.  The deluge lines downstream of the squib 
valves are not safety-related. 

323.  F6.3-2 Figure removed in response to RAI 3.9-160 S02. 

324.  F6.3-7a through 
6.3-38b 

Updated the analysis results based on the design input 
changes: 30 inch main steam line, one vacuum breaker, 
relocation of DPV, SRV capacity, DW/WW leakage area, 
and initial nominal water level. 

325.  F6.3-39a through 
6.3-51, new 

Updated the analysis results in response to RAI 6.3-46 S01.  

326.  S6.4, 7th para, 1st sent Replaced “RMS” with “Process Radiation Monitoring 
System (PRMS)” to correct acronym for the sentence. 

327.  S6.4, 7th para, 2nd sent Removed “…fire damper isolation…” and added, 
“…appropriate alarms…” to incorporate engineering design 
change. Engineering change revised the control room 
smoke detector function to provide alarm only. This is a 
nonsafety-related function. 

328.  S6.4.1.1, 1st para, 3rd 
bullet 

Reference moved to reference section for consistency with 
convention. 

329.  S6.4.1.1, 1st para, 5th 
bullet 

Removed “Smoke detectors” from equipment provided for 
automatic actuation to incorporate design change. 

330.  S6.4.1.1, 1st para, 11th 
bullet 

Revised statement to “…normal AC power…” to 
completely describe requirements for EFU operability. 

331.  S6.4.3, 1st para Reference “Figure 3H-1” in place of “Figure 1.2-3” and 
added title “Control Room Habitability Area” to refer to the 
appropriate figure defining the Control Room Habitability 
Area.  
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332.  S6.4.3, 1st para, 1st, 2nd, 
4th, and 10th through 
12th bullets 

Incorporated design change by changing, “Operator’s Area” 
to “Admin Area”, “Shift Supervisor Conference Room” to 
“Kitchen”, and added “RE” to 2nd bullet. New bullets 
include “Gallery”, “AEO Workshop”, and “AHU Room.” 
Engineering change revised CRHA layout to incorporate 
human factors operating experience. 

333.  S6.4.3, 2nd para, 1st sent Changed “…72 hours without AC power…” to “…the 
duration of a DBA…” in response to RAI 6.4-7.  

334.  S6.4.3, 3rd para, 4th sent Added information regarding CRHA heat sink, which 
includes “The CRHA heat sinks consist of the following: 
the CRHA walls, floor, ceiling, and interior walls, and 
access corridors; adjacent Q-DCIS and N-DCIS equipment 
rooms and electrical chases; and, CRHA HVAC equipment 
rooms and HVAC chases” in response to RAI 16.0-5 S02. 

335.  S6.4.3, 3rd para, 5th sent Added, “The Control Building concrete characteristics with 
the material properties of the concrete used in the thermal 
analysis are provided in Table 3H-14” in response to 
RAI 9.4-33 S01, (Note that a response to this RAI has not 
been previously submitted). 

336.  S6.4.3, new 4th para Added detail based on RAI 6.4-7 response which was 
revised to address the design change to add ancillary diesel 
generators. 

337.  S6.4.3, 6th para, 
Shielding Design 

Changed “LOCA” to radiological analysis presented in 
Chapter 15 crediting the control room protective features to 
more completely denote analysis crediting CRHA 
protective features. 

338.  S6.4.3, 8th para, Layout 
Section 

Referenced “3H-1” in place of Figure “1.2-3” to refer to 
appropriate figure defining the control room habitability 
area.  

339.  S6.4.3, 9th para, 
Release Points 

Added reference to Section 15.3 that also includes 
radiological release parameters. 

340.  S6.4.3, new 12th para 
and letters, Leak 
Tightness Section 

Added information regarding CRHA boundary isolation 
dampers description and quantities in response to 
RAI 6.4-14. 

341.  S6.4.3, 14th para, 1st 
sent 

Deleted “SBO” and added “…upon loss of normal AC 
power…” to better describe conditions of EFU operation. 
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342.  S6.4.4, 4th para Reference moved to reference section for consistency with 
convention.  Revised “offsite or standby diesel power” to 
“normal AC power” to better describe EFU power 
conditions. 

343.  S6.4.4, 5th para, 1st 
through 3rd sent 

Added “…and is controlled…through Q-DCIS”, “…offsite 
or standby diesel…”, “…post,…each EFU fan is powered 
via an electrical bus supplied by one (1) of two (2) ancillary 
diesel generators” in place of removed text associated with 
portable generation, in response to RAI 9.4-31. Revised 
“loss of preferred power or SBO” to “loss of normal AC 
power” to better describe EFU power conditions. 

344.  S6.4.4, 5th para, last 
sent 

Changed “…dampers fail as is…” to “…dampers fail 
closed…” to incorporate a design change. 

345.  S6.4.4, entire 6th para Added, “…if normal AC power is not available…two (2) 
ancillary diesel…”, “…ancillary diesel…”, 
“…ancillary…”, and removed sentence regarding AC 
power generator, in response to RAI 9.4-31. 

346.  S6.4.4, entire 7th para Edited information regarding power supplies and cooling 
functions to reflect design changes and describe conditions 
of operation of EFUs. 

347.  S6.4.4, 7th para, 1st sent Changed “preferred power or SBO” to “loss of normal AC 
power” to describe conditions of operation of EFUs. 

348.  S6.4.4, 8th para, 1st 
through 3rd sent 

Added information defining CRHA heat sinks, in response 
to RAI 16.0-5 S02. 

349.  S6.4.4, 8th para, last 
two sent 

Information regarding CB passive heat removal analysis, in 
response to RAI 9.4-33 S01, (Note that a response to this 
RAI has not been previously submitted). 

350.  S6.4.5, list of tables Revised accident scenarios crediting EFUS for dose 
analysis in response to RAI 15.4-3 S02 and 
RAI 15.4-4 S02, (Note that a response to these RAIs have 
not been previously submitted). 

351.  S6.4.5, 2nd para, 1st sent Updated Regulatory Guide to provide correct reference. 

352.  S6.4.5, 2nd para, 2nd 
sent 

Added, “control room” to define the correct dose 
acceptance limit. 

353.  S6.4.5, 2nd para, 5th 
through 7th sent 

Added information regarding distances between control 
room ventilation inlet distances and potential release points 
in response to RAI 6.4-11. 
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354.  S6.4.5, 2nd para, 10th 
and 11th sent 

Added, “…and ancillary diesel generators…” to reflect 
design change implemented to provide RTNSS power for 
CRHA functions. 

355.  S6.4.5, 4th para Added, “…above normal operating temperature…” to 
define temperature rise. 

356.  S6.4.5, 4th para, last 
sent 

Moved reference to reference section consistency with 
convention. 

357.  S6.4.5, new 5th para Added additional description of CRHA controlled leakage 
design features as described in response to 
RAI 14.3-217 S01, (Note that a response to this RAI has 
not been previously submitted). 

358.  S6.4.5, 8th para Added additional reference and revised description of EFU 
operation during high radiation and in addition loss of 
normal AC power. 

359.  S6.4.5, old 9th para Moved information to para above. 

360.  S6.4.5, 10th para, 3rd 
and 4th sent 

Added additional information regarding COL Applicant in 
response to RAI 6.4-19. 

361.  S6.4.9, COL item 
6.4-2-A 

Edited COL item to correspond to new information in 
response to RAI 6.4-19. 

362.  S6.4.10, new 4th 
reference 

Added reference to “ASHRAE Standard 62.1/2007, 
Ventilation for Acceptable Air Quality.” 

363.  T6.4-1, For CRHAVS 
row 

Removed, “31.1°C (88°F) wb (non-coincident).” It is not 
necessary for the design of the CRHAVS to consider this 
condition. 

364.  T6.4-1, CRHAVS 
Breathing air supply 
row 

CRHAVS breathing air supply provided note to clearly 
state the assumptions for heat load from the control room 
occupants considered in the CRHA Heatup Analysis in 
response to RAI 9.4-33 S01, (Note that a response to this 
RAI has not been previously submitted). 

365.  T6.4-2, last row Deleted chemical not anticipated to be typical for the 
standard ESBWR design. 

366.  F6.4-1 Updated figure by deleting chilled water thermal storage 
tank and added 2 auxiliary cooling units for MCR, with 
cooling coils per design change to provide RTNSS power 
for CRHA functions.  

367.  F6.4-1 Added variable orifice relief device with response to 
RAI 9.4-30. 
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368.  F6.4-1 Added ductwork with flexible trunks to distribute air from 
the EFUs to diffusers in the MCR as additional design 
detail. 

369.  F6.4-1 Changed inlet dampers to CRHA from EFU due to design 
change to ensure CRHA design meets N-2 requirements. 

370.  S6.5.2.1 Clarified the three distinct RB areas.  

371.  S6.5.2.2, 1st para Clarified the various paths of steam inside containment to 
the suppression pool based on the ESBWR containment 
design features. 

372.  S6.5.2.2, 2nd para Removed “…from metal water reactions…” for simplicity, 
as the hydrogen releases are discussed in Subsection 6.2.5. 

373.  S6.5.2.3, 1st para Changed “plant stack” to “RB/FB vent stack” to be 
consistent with Subsection 12.2.2.1.  Reworded for clarity 
and to define RB areas to be consistent with the Reactor 
Building HVAC design in Chapter 9. 

374.  S6.5.2.3, 1st para Revised sentence to reflect finalized blow out panel 
locations. 

375.  S6.5.2.3, 2nd para Added information to be consistent with the design of the 
potentially contaminated areas ventilation subsystems and 
clarified the RB test boundary. 

376.  S6.5.2.3, 4th para Replaced last two sentences with a reference to Subsection 
15.4.4.5.2, to describe the ESBWR feedwater line leakage.  

377.  S6.5.2.4 Changed “plant stack” to “radwaste building stack” to be 
consistent with Subsection 12.2.2.1. 

378.  S6.5.2.5 Changed “plant stack” to “TB stack” to be consistent with 
Subsection 12.2.2.1. 

379.  S6.6, 3rd para, new Added additional information regarding COL responsibility 
in response to RAI 5.2-62. 

380.  S6.6, 4th para Added information regarding COL responsibility in 
response to RAI 5.2-63 and 5.2-64. 

381.  S6.6.1, old 9th bullet Removed in response to RAI 6.2-102 S01. 
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382.  S6.6.2, 2nd para, new Added additional information to further explain COL 
responsibility of COL item 6.6-2-A, in response to 
RAI 5.2-62 and 5.2-62 S01.  
Note: Some of this information is designated by the NRC 
as Tier 2* (italicized and enclosed in square brackets with a 
star at the end). 

383.  S6.6.2, 2nd para Added sentence to clarify the considerations for selecting 
an NDE method per the revised response to RAI 5.2-62, 
(Note that a response to this RAI has not been previously 
submitted). 

384.  S6.6.2, 3rd para Added, “The design and…, and supports…” and “The 
design of the nuclear power plant structures, systems, and 
components provides access for the performance of 
inservice testing (IST) and ISI as required by the applicable 
ASME Code” in response to RAI 3.9-179. 

385.  S6.6.3.1, 1st para Changed to acronyms for consistency. 

386.  S6.6.3.1, 2nd para Changed “…and D-A” to “…and D-B” in response to 
RAI 6.6-8. 

387.  S6.6.3.2.1, 4th para Corrected references to magnetic particle and liquid 
penetrant to eliminate acronyms and correct typographical 
error. 

388.  S6.6.5, 1st para Changed “…IWA-2000” to “…IWA-3000” and added 
“…(b) and (c)” in response to RAI 6.6-8. 

389.  S6.6.6, new Added paragraph regarding system pressure test in response 
to RAI 5.2-65. 

390.  S6.6.6.1 Changed “…IWD-5220” to “…IWD-5221” and “IWD-
5222” to “…IWD-5240” in response to RAI 6.6-8. 

391.  S6.6.6.2 Changed “…IWD-5222” to “…IWD-5240” in response to 
RAI 6.6-8. 

392.  S6.6.11, COL item 
6.6-1-A 

Edited item to correspond with COL statement in 
Section 6.6 in response to RAI 5.2-64. 

393.  S6.6.11, new COL item 
6.6-2-A 

Added COL item regarding PSI/ISI NDE accessibility, in 
response to RAI 5.2-62. 

394.  S6B, new 4th para and 
5th para, 2nd sent  

Additional information added to identify input error 
corrections and model enhancements in response to 
RAI 6.2-59 S02, (Note that a response to this RAI has not 
been previously submitted). 
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395.  S6B, 14th para Added “COMB” in response to RAI 6.2-59 S02, (Note that 
a response to this RAI has not been previously submitted). 

396.  S6B, 21th para Corrected significant digits for the alternate English unit 
values. 

397.  S6B, 27th para Corrected significant digits for the alternate English unit 
values. 

398.  S6B, new 29th through 
37th para 

Additional information added to identify input error 
corrections and model enhancements in response to 
RAI 6.2-59 S02, (Note that a response to this RAI has not 
been previously submitted). 

399.  S6B, 39th para Corrected significant digits for the alternate English unit 
values. 

400.  T6B-1, new  Additional information added to identify input error 
corrections and model enhancements in response to 
RAI 6.2-59 S02, (Note that a response to this RAI has not 
been previously submitted). 

401.  F6B-19 through 6B-24, 
new 

Additional figures added to identify input error corrections 
and model enhancements in response to RAI 6.2-59 S02, 
(Note that a response to this RAI has not been previously 
submitted). 

402.  S6D, New appendix Added new appendix in response to RAI 6.2-62 S02. 

403.  S6E, New appendix Added new Appendix in response to RAI 6.2-175. 

404.  S6E.1, 7th para Added, “…bulk…”and changed “…178ºC…” to 
“…166.3ºC…” in response to RAI 6.2-180. 

405.  S6E.2, 3rd para A discussion of the impact of noncondensable gases 
released by safety/nonsafety-related pneumatic containment 
values and dissolved noncondensable gases in sodium 
pentaborate was added. 

406.  S6E.2, 4th para Added, “…bulk…”and changed “…170.8ºC…” to 
“…156.2ºC…” in response to RAI 6.2-180. 

407.  S6F, New appendix Added new Appendix in response to RAI 6.2-60 S01. 

408.  S6G, New appendix Added new Appendix in response to RAI 21.6-110. 

409.  S6H, New appendix Added new Appendix in response to RAI 6.2-53 S03. 

410.  S6I, New appendix  Added new Appendix in response to RAI 6.2-145 S01. 
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